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Abstract: Ultrafast laser assisted etching (ULAE) in fused silica is an attractive technology 
for fabricating three-dimensional micro-components. ULAE is a two-step process whereby 
ultrafast laser inscription (ULI) is first used to modify the substrate material and chemical 
etching is then used to remove the laser modified material. In this paper, we present a detailed 
investigation into how the ULI parameters affect the etching rate of laser modified channels 
and planar surfaces written in fused silica. Recently, potassium hydroxide (KOH) has shown 
potential to outperform the more commonly used hydrofluoric acid (HF) as a highly selective 
etchant for ULAE. Here we perform a detailed comparison of HF and KOH etching after laser 
inscription with a wide range of ultrafast laser irradiation parameters. Etching with KOH is 
found to be significantly more selective, removing the laser modified material up to 955 times 
faster than pristine material, compared with up to 66 when using HF. Maximum etching rates 
for the two etchants were comparable at 320 μm/hour and 363 μm/hour for HF and KOH 
respectively. We further demonstrate that highly selective, isotropic etching of non-planar 
surfaces can be achieved by controlling the polarization state of the laser dynamically during 
laser inscription. 
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1. Introduction 
Ultrashort pulses of sub-bandgap laser light can be used to induce nonlinear photoionization 
when focused tightly within a dielectric material [1, 2]. This deposition of optical energy can 
induce a variety of highly localized modifications to the structure of the material, while 
leaving the surrounding material largely unaffected. The laser modification can manifest itself 
in several ways, including a local change to the material’s refractive index [3] and/or an 
increase in the material’s chemical etching rate [4]. Modifying a material in this way is 
commonly referred to as femtosecond direct laser writing (fs-DLW) or ultrafast laser 
inscription (ULI). Since the material modification is confined to the laser focal volume, ULI 
can be performed deep within a transparent substrate, with a resolution primarily determined 
by the pulse energy and the size and shape of the laser focus. Translating the material through 
the laser focus in three dimensions therefore allows for arbitrarily shaped channels, planes, or 
volumes to be inscribed. 
When combined with wet etching, ULI can facilitate the removal of material from a bulk 
glass substrate. Ultrafast laser assisted etching (ULAE) is an enabling technology for the 
fabrication of glass micro-components such as micro-optics [5–8], microfluidics [9, 10], 
micromechanics [11, 12] and lab-on-chip devices [13–18]. The minimum size of components 
fabricated by ULAE depends not only on the size of the focal volume, but also on the 
selectivity of the etchant - that is, the etching rate ratio of laser irradiated material to 
unmodified pristine material. Unsurprisingly, the selectivity of the etching depends greatly on 
the laser writing parameters, including the laser pulse repetition rate, pulse energy and 
polarization. Along with the many irradiation parameters, the etching agent and environment 
can also greatly affect the etching selectivity. A commonly used and widely studied etchant 
for removing laser irradiated material in fused silica is hydrofluoric acid (HF). The use of HF 
can be desirable because the etching rate of modified material is relatively high and 
consistent, although HF will also etch pristine silica significantly [19]. The use of HF to 
preferentially etch ultrafast laser irradiated regions in fused silica was first demonstrated by 
Marcinkevicius et al. [4] in 2001. Using a concentration of 5% HF in aqueous solution, 
channels were formed with an aspect ratio of ∼20, approximately equal to the selectivity. In 
2004, Bellouard et al. reported the fabrication of high-aspect ratio microfluidic channels 
etched in 5% HF with a selectivity of ∼100, corresponding to an etching rate of 300 μm/hour 
[20]. Now widely adopted in research, and increasingly so in industry, HF is inherently 
limited to relatively low ULAE selectivity due to the fast rate at which it will also etch 
pristine silica. More recently, potassium hydroxide (KOH) has shown potential as a highly 
selective laser assisted etching agent. KOH was first used to remove laser irradiated fused 
silica in 2009 by Kiyama et al. Using a 10 mol/L KOH solution heated to 80°C, an etching 
selectivity of ∼350 was obtained. Hermans and Gottmann et al. report the current benchmark 
in ULAE selectivity for fused silica - achieving a selectivity of 1400, corresponding to an 
etching rate of 290 μm/hour, using a solution of 8 mol/L KOH at 85°C [21, 22]. 
In this paper, we present the results of a detailed parameter space investigation into the 
etching rate of ultrafast laser irradiated fused silica. In our investigation, we include a detailed 
comparison between etching with the more conventional etchant, HF, and the lesser studied 
KOH. Specifically, we compare 5% HF to 8 mol/L KOH. These concentrations are 
commonly used in the literature and were chosen because they offer a suitable trade-off 
between speed and control while etching. Similar studies have been reported previously, but 
typically explored laser modification produced within a single localized focal volume [23] or 
along a one-dimensional (1D) track [21, 24, 25]. Further to investigating 1D channels, we 
also investigate the etching rates of two-dimensional (2D) flat planar surfaces. A well-
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documented phenomenon when performing ULI in fused silica is the formation of periodic 
nanoplanes, or nanogratings [26, 27]. Nanogratings have been observed to form after writing 
with pulse durations between 40 and 500 fs and pulse energies between 100 and 1000 nJ, 
depending on the pulse duration [28]. Nanogratings are aligned perpendicular to the laser 
polarization direction and allow, through a not yet fully understood mechanism, the etchant to 
penetrate quickly along the axis parallel to the gratings, but more slowly along the axis 
perpendicular to the gratings [24, 29]. The formation of nanogratings enables highly selective 
channels and planar surfaces to be fabricated because the required orientation of the laser 
polarization is constant. This advantage is typically lost, however, if the desired structure is 
curved. Here, we demonstrate a means to fabricate curved surfaces that etch isotropically 
while maintaining high selectivity, by controlling the laser polarization dynamically during 
the inscription process. 
2. Investigation into etching selectivity 
2.1 Apparatus 
The ULI processing was performed using ultrafast laser pulses from a commercial 
femtosecond pulsed fibre laser (BlueCut, Menlo Systems) operating at 1030 nm. The pulse 
repetition rate was variable within the range of 250 kHz to 2 MHz and the pulse duration was 
approximately 360 fs. Power adjustment was achieved by passing the beam through a 
computer controlled half waveplate and a polarizing beam splitter to provide pulse energies 
between 50 and 526 nJ. The polarization state of the laser could be set arbitrarily using a 
second half waveplate and quarter waveplate within computer controlled motorized rotational 
mounts. In all cases, the beam was focused inside the substrate using a 0.4 NA aspheric lens 
(Thorlabs A110TM-B), resulting in a focused spot with a theoretical 1/e2 diameter of 2.19 μm 
and confocal parameter of 5.03 μm in fused silica (refractive index = 1.450 at 1030 nm). ULI 
was performed within 10 × 10 × 1 mm substrates of fused silica which were mounted on a 3-
axis cross-roller-bearing translation stage with pneumatic counter balance (Alio Industries), 
providing 100 nm positioning resolution. 
2.2 Parameter space 
As stated previously, the ULI parameters that influence the material modification include the 
laser pulse energy, pulse duration, repetition rate and polarization, as well as the focusing NA 
and speed at which the sample is translated through the focus. The shape of the ULI 
fabricated structure will also affect the rate and homogeneity with which it is etched. To 
investigate this, arrays of one-dimensional channels and two-dimensional surfaces were 
inscribed into fused silica as depicted in Fig. 1. Each channel and surface was inscribed with a 
unique set of ULI parameters. Channels were inscribed by translating the substrate laterally 
through the laser focus in a single pass, with the scan starting with the laser focus positioned 
outside the substrate. Planes of ultrafast laser modified material, measuring 230 μm across 
(along y) and 1000 μm deep (along z), were also inscribed by raster scanning the substrate 
laterally through the laser focus, starting with the laser focused beneath the bottom face of the 
wafer. The full set of parameters investigated is presented in Table 1. 
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 Fig. 1. Arrays of a) single scan channels and b) raster scanned planes with different scan 
separations (s), were inscribed in fused silica, each with unique irradiation parameters. 
Subsequently, substrates were etched in HF and KOH and the rate of modified material 
removal measured. In a), the channel colour corresponds to writing depth and in b) the surface 
colour denotes laser polarization during inscription. 
Table 1. Summary of the ULAE parameter space investigated. 
Parameter Range Comments 
Laser source 1030 nm, 360 fs pulse duration Constant 
Pulse energy 50 – 526 nJ in increments of 18 nJ Repetition rate dependent 
Pulse repetition rate 250 kHz, 500 kHz, 1 MHz, 2 MHz - 
Laser polarization parallel† E∥, perpendicular† E⊥, circular E E∥ y, E⊥ x as defined in Fig. 1 
Scan separation 0.5 - 10 μm Applies only to surfaces 
Inscription depth 250, 500, 750 μm Applies only to channels 
Translation speed 0.5 mm/s Constant 
Etching agents 5% HF (40°C), 8 mol/L KOH (85°C) - 
†Linear polarization orientation stated with respect to the translation direction of the stages during 
inscription. 
Identical laser written structures were etched in both HF and KOH for comparison. HF 
was diluted from a 40% stock solution down to 5 v/v %. (approx. 2.87 mol/L) concentration 
with deionized water. HF etching was performed in an ultrasonic cleaning bath to ensure the 
solution remained homogeneously concentrated for the duration of the etch. A by-product of 
ultrasonic mixing is heat generation. Therefore, HF etching was performed at 40 ± 2 °C - the 
measured equilibrium temperature of the HF in the ultrasonic bath during operation. The 
KOH solution was prepared by mixing stock KOH pellets with deionized water to a molar 
concentration of 8 mol/L (approx. 25 v/v %). The KOH solution was heated to a temperature 
of 85 ± 2°C on a hot plate and magnetically stirred for the duration of the etch. 
The etching rate of inscribed material was obtained by measuring the penetration depth of 
the etchant along the channels (in the y-axis) and through the surfaces (in the z-axis, the 
optical axis of the laser) after 90 minutes of etching. The clear tapering of the channels in Fig. 
2(a), is itself an indication of the selectivity, as it is caused by the outward etching of pristine 
material as the etchant propagates down the channel. In the case of surfaces, the etchant 
penetrated the laser modified material via both faces of the substrate, denoted here as near 
and far, corresponding to their proximity to the inscription lens during laser writing. A typical 
micrograph of inscribed channels and surfaces taken after etching is presented in Fig. 2(b). 
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 Fig. 2. (a) Micrograph of a group of single scan channels inscribed with increasing pulse 
energy from 50 to 526nJ and etched in a 5% HF solution for 90 minutes. Here the laser was 
linearly polarized along the x-axis. b) Etchant penetration into 2D surfaces inscribed with the 
laser polarized along the y-axis (parallel to the translation direction) and etched in 5% HF for 
90 minutes. The etching agent penetrates both faces of the glass, denoted as near (left) and far 
(right) which corresponds to their proximity to the inscription lens during laser writing. 
2.3 Etching rate of pristine silica 
A precise measurement of the etching rate of the pristine material is crucial to accurately 
assess the selectivity with which the laser modified regions are etched. Etching of amorphous 
glass is inherently three dimensional. However, it is typical for the etching rate of fused silica 
to be described as the amount of material removal per unit time along a single etching 
direction. In literature, values for the etching rate of pristine fused silica vary considerably. 
Marcinkevicius et al. report that fused silica in a 5% HF solution will etch at a rate of 
approximately 4.5 μm/hour at ambient temperature [4]. Bellouard et al. provide the intrinsic 
etching rate under similar conditions, stating an etching rate of approximately 3 μm/hour for 
high purity fused silica [30]. Seidel et al. measured the etching rate of fused silica in various 
concentrations of KOH solution and at a range of temperatures [31]. For an 8 mol/L solution 
at 85°C, the etching rate was stated as being 0.6 μm/hour, noting that a temperature increase 
of 10 °C results in an approximate doubling of the etching rate. Hermans et al. [21] arrive at a 
slower intrinsic etching rate – just 0.21 ± 0.015 μm/hour for an 8 mol/L solution at 85°C; as 
do Kiyama et al. [25]. who measure an etching rate of 0.25 μm/hour for a 10 mol/L solution at 
80 °C. 
Here, pristine etching rates were determined by measuring the change in thickness of a 
fused silica substrate after a series of 2-hour etching periods. Etching was performed under 
the same conditions described in Section 2.2. After some time, the concentration of the 
etchant can be expected to decrease due to the ongoing reaction with the silica substrate. 
However, in our case the mass of silica removed was insignificant compared with the mass of 
the etchant solute and so any change in the concentration was negligible. In addition, new 
etching solutions were carefully prepared at the start of each 2-hour etching period. The 
temperature of the 5% HF and 8 mol/L KOH solutions were maintained at 40 ± 2 °C and 85 ± 
2 °C respectively. A plot of the material removal over a 12-hour period is shown in Fig. 3. 
The etching rates were found to be 4.86 ± 0.04 μm/hour and 0.38 ± 0.02 μm/hour for the HF 
and KOH solutions respectively. We note that while the value we measured for HF is broadly 
in agreement with those reported by Marcinkevicius [4] and Bellouard [30], the value we 
measured for KOH is significantly higher than that reported by Hermans [21] and Kiyama 
[25]. 
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 Fig. 3. Etching rate of high quality pristine fused silica submerged in HF and KOH. Etching 
rates in 5% HF at 40 ± 2 °C (blue line) and 8 mol/L KOH at 85 ± 2 °C (red line) were 4.86 ± 
0.04 μm/hour and 0.38 ± 0.02 μm/hour respectively. Error bars represent one standard 
deviation determined from six repeat measurements. 
2.4 Results and discussion 
The etching selectivity, S, is the ratio of the etching rate of laser modified material to that of 
the pristine material. If after etching for some time, t, the etchant has penetrated the laser 
affected zone by a measured distance l, then the selectivity is given by ( )S l t tε ε= + , where 
ε is the pristine material etching rate. The influence of the different inscription parameters on 
the etching selectivity is discussed, first for HF and then for KOH. 
2.4.1 Hydrofluoric acid 
The results of the parameter space investigation into HF are presented in Fig. 4. When using 
5% HF as the etching agent, maximum etching rates of ∼320 μm/hour and ∼287 μm/hour 
were recorded for channels and surfaces respectively, corresponding to selectivities of 66 and 
59. A minimum pulse energy threshold was observed at approximately 100 nJ, below which 
no change to the material’s etching rate was observed. A steep rise in selectivity occurred for 
a pulse energy range between 120 and 250 nJ. This energy range corresponds to laser 
inscription in the regime of nanoplane formation [28], where periodic planes of oxygen 
deficient [32] material self-align within the focal volume - perpendicular to the incident laser 
polarization. Evidence suggests that nanoplanes are formed of parallel nanocracks [33] or 
porous silica [34, 35] which allows the etching agent to propagate more quickly through the 
inscribed material – explaining the sudden increase in selectivity. The selectivity was 
observed to level off or in some cases decrease at pulse energies beyond 250 nJ as shown in 
Fig. 2(a). At pulse energies above 300 nJ, the nanogratings are known to become disordered 
[36], potentially hindering the etchant transport through the material. 
Writing at lower repetition rates favoured increased etching speed, with little difference 
noticed between repetition rates of 250 kHz and 500 kHz. The etching selectivity was 
observed to drop for repetition rates above 1 MHz, particularly at higher pulse energies. 
Thermal accumulation has been reported in the laser affected zone when writing with 
repetition rates in the MHz range [37], and this may have a role to play in disrupting the 
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formatting of the nanogratings that play a crucial role in the ULAE process. As the repetition 
rate increases, the total energy deposited also increases for a given pulse energy. This 
observation could be explained by the results from Champion et al. [38] who demonstrated 
that stress within the material increases with deposited pulse energy up to a maximum, at 
which point the etching rate is highest. After this point, stress is relieved through local 
fractures and the etching rate levels-off, or in some cases decreases. 
The polarization state of the incident laser light was also found to significantly affect the 
etching rate of irradiated material. When the polarization state was linear and aligned 
perpendicular to the channel or surface, the etching rate was substantially increased. The 
average selectivity of channels inscribed and etched in HF was found to be 13.8 times greater 
when the polarization was aligned perpendicular to the channel than when aligned parallel to 
the channel. Similarly, the selectivity was increased by an average of 2.6 times for surfaces 
written with the polarization normal to the surface. The increase in selectivity can be 
attributed to the formation of nanoplanes or cracks in the same orientation as the length of the 
channel or the plane of the surface. When the nanogratings are formed orthogonally to the 
channel or surface, etching is no longer primarily facilitated by the alignment of nanocracks 
and so the pulse energy becomes the dominant influence on etching rate. In this case, 
selectivity is observed to increase with pulse energy as shown in Fig. 2(b). 
Typically, the selectivity was observed to decrease as the writing depth increased. Also, a 
higher pulse energy threshold was observed at greater writing depths. It is well known that 
spherical aberration arising at the air-glass interface distorts the focal volume, and the amount 
of distortion increases with increasing writing depth in the sample. As the focal volume 
distorts, the peak intensity of the focus decreases, and we would expect the threshold pulse 
energy to increase, as observed. 
The effect of scan separation, s (Fig. 1(b)), on the etch rate of the ULI fabricated planes, 
was also investigated while keeping the pulse energy and repetition rate constant. The results 
are presented in Fig. 4(c). As expected, the selectivity was highest when the laser polarization 
was aligned orthogonal to the translation direction. More interestingly, we found that the HF 
penetrated through the material quickly for all scan separations up to the 10 μm investigated. 
A large scan separation facilitates shorter fabrication times, which is desirable for scaling up 
fabrication. 
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 Fig. 4. Heatmaps showing the etching selectivity of laser irradiated material etched in a 5% HF 
solution. a) Etching selectivity of 1D channels - each triplet of rows corresponds to writing at 
depths of 250, 500 and 750 μm (from bottom to top on the heatmap) in bulk fused silica. b) 
Selectivity of 2D planar surfaces - each pair of rows represent etchant penetration into the near 
(bottom) and far (top) faces of the fused silica substrate, with respect to the focusing objective. 
In b) the surfaces were written with a fixed scan separation of 3 μm – a value well below the 
confocal parameter of the laser focus. Data marked with a dashed grey line were not obtained 
due to pulse energy limits at higher repetition rates. c) The selectivity obtained for 2D planar 
surfaces as a function of scan separations is presented. While the scan separation was varied, 
the pulse energy and repetition rate were kept constant at 200 nJ and 250kHz respectively. 
2.4.2 Potassium hydroxide 
The results of the parameter space investigation using KOH as the etchant are presented in 
Fig. 5. Etching selectivity was significantly higher when KOH was used compared to HF, 
with maximum etching rates of ∼325 μm/hour and ∼363 μm/hour measured for channels and 
surfaces respectively, corresponding to selectivities of 856 and 955 respectively. Similar 
trends in the selectivity were observed when varying the pulse energy and repetition rate and 
etching with KOH, as were found with HF. The effect of laser polarization on the etching rate 
was even more prominent when etching was carried out in KOH – with the selectivity 
increasing by a factor of 45.7 and 17.7 times for channels and surfaces respectively when the 
laser polarization was orientated perpendicular to the inscribed feature. Again, the scan 
separation was investigated while keeping the pulse energy and repetition rate constant at 200 
nJ and 250 kHz respectively. Etching occurred faster for material that was inscribed deeper 
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within the substrate and highly selective etching was observed for laser writing with a scan 
separation of up to 7 μm. 
 
Fig. 5. Heatmaps showing the etching selectivity of laser irradiated material etched in an 8 
mol/L KOH solution at 85°C. a) Selectivity of 1D channels - each triplet of rows corresponds 
to writing at depths of 250, 500 and 750 μm (from bottom to top on the heatmap) in bulk fused 
silica. b) Selectivity of 2D planar surfaces - each pair of rows represent etchant penetration into 
the near (bottom) and far (top) faces of the fused silica substrate, with respect to the focusing 
objective. In b) the surfaces were written with a fixed scan separation of 3 μm - a value well 
below the confocal parameter of the laser focus. Data marked with a dashed grey line were not 
obtained due to pulse energy limits at higher repetition rates. c) The selectivity obtained for 2D 
planar surfaces as a function of scan separations is presented. While the scan separation was 
varied, the pulse energy and repetition rate were kept constant at 200 nJ and 250kHz 
respectively. 
The optimum parameters we found that maximized the selectivity of the etching are 
summarized in Table 2. Overall, the results suggest that the key factor in achieving fast 
etching of laser modified regions is the targeted formation of nanogratings with an orientation 
controlled by the laser polarization. In terms of the etching agents, KOH consistently 
outperformed HF in terms of selectivity by an order of magnitude. KOH has a further benefit 
over HF in that it is safer to work with, and hence more appealing in both research and 
industrial environments. 
The fundamental mechanisms that drives selective etching in fused silica after ultrafast 
laser inscription have been a topic of much interest in recent years. Raman spectroscopy has 
confirmed a local decrease in the average bond angle between the silicon and oxygen atoms 
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in the tetrahedra rings that make up fused silica after laser inscription [38], and a decrease in 
angle has been attributed to the shortening of SiO4 rings that leads to local material 
densification. The densification of silica does not explain why we observe such high 
selectivity when etching with KOH, which generally etches fused silica very slowly. The high 
selectivity can, however, potentially be explained by recent work from Pépin et al., who 
reported the formation of crystalline silicon within ultrafast laser inscribed fused silica [39]. 
Crystalline silicon is known to etch up to three orders of magnitude faster than silica [31], 
comparable with the selectivity of laser modified silica found here. 
Table 2. Summary of ULAE parameters which optimized etching selectivity as 
determined by a parameter space investigation. 
Parameter Optimum Comments 
Pulse energy 200-250 nJ Depth dependent 
Pulse repetition rate 250kHz For a translation speed of 0.5 mm/s 
Laser polarization Perpendicular E⊥

 With respect to translation 
direction 
Scan separation Up to 7 μm Applies to vertical raster scanning 
Etching agent 8 mol/L potassium hydroxide (85°C) - 
3. Non-planar surfaces 
The strong polarization dependence of the etching selectivity makes ULAE well suited for the 
fabrication of planar surfaces and linear channels where the polarization orientation is easily 
set orthogonal to the translation direction. It is more challenging, however, to achieve a high 
and isotropic etching selectivity over surfaces that are curved. This is because the orientation 
of the nanogratings that permit fast etching is typically set by a static laser polarization. If 
inscribing a curved path with the beam polarization set static, the nanoplanes will form 
unidirectionally and the etching is hindered as the nanoplane alignment becomes offset from 
the inscribed surface normal. Here, we demonstrate that this limitation of etching curved 
surfaces using a static polarization can be overcome by using a dynamic laser polarization 
state where the polarization is varied during inscription. 
3.1 Methodology 
Three polarization control methods were investigated for writing curved surfaces. In the first, 
method (i), the laser polarization was linear and constant. For the second, method (ii), 
alternate inscription layers were written with orthogonal linear polarization states. In the third, 
method (iii), the linear polarization state was rotated in real-time to maintain a perpendicular 
alignment to the surface, as shown in Fig. 6(b-iii). This method has previously been shown to 
improve the quality of laser drilling in metals and was named polarization trepanning by 
Allegre et al. [40]. The polarization state was varied by rotating a half waveplate mounted in a 
motorized rotation stage. For method (iii), the stage was programmed to maintain a 
perpendicular polarization alignment to the inscription direction to within ± 0.5°. The surfaces 
were inscribed through a 1 mm substrate, following the path of a quarter circle with a radius 
of 1 ¤ √2 mm, as shown in Fig. 6(a). The scan separation was set to 3 μm and writing was 
performed at a speed of 0.5 mm/s. Identical sets of surfaces were etched for 90 minutes in 
both 5% HF and 8 mol/L KOH. 
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 Fig. 6. An isometric view (a) and side views (b) of a schematic representing curved surfaces 
inscribed in a fused silica chip. Three surfaces were written using different polarization control 
techniques – i) static, ii) alternating orthogonal and iii) surface-matched. After inscription, the 
substrates were etched in HF and KOH and the etchant penetration into the top and bottom 
surfaces was measured. 
3.2 Results and discussion 
Figure 7 presents micrographs of the substrates taken in the x-z plane showing the etchant 
penetration into the curved surfaces after etching for 90 minutes in both HF and KOH. Figure 
7(a-i) shows HF penetration into a surface written with a fixed polarization. The polarization 
was set orthogonal to the leftmost edge of the quarter circle, and effectively rotated with 
respect to the surface during translation of the stages. Consequently, etching is high initially 
but falls off as the polarization offset increases. The maximum etching selectivity was 
measured to be 64.1 ± 3.2, falling to a minimum of 12.1 ± 3.0. In Fig. 7(a-ii), the surfaces 
have been written with orthogonal polarization states for each alternate layer and etched in 
HF. Etching across the surface showed improved isotropy with an average etching selectivity 
of 25.0 ± 2.9. Figure 7(a-iii) presents a micrograph of the final surface etched in HF, inscribed 
this time with surface-matched polarization. Again, etching over the entire surface showed 
high isotropy, with a further improved average selectivity of 58.0 ± 3.1. 
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 Fig. 7. Micrographs taken in the x-z plane, show the polarization dependence of etchant 
penetration into the near face (highlighted by a blue dotted line) and far face (highlighted by a 
yellow dotted line) of the substrate for each of the three polarization control cases when 
etching with HF and KOH. 
Figure 7(b-i) shows the penetration of KOH into a quarter circle surface inscribed with 
fixed polarization. Again, the etching rate fell as the polarization offset increased. However, 
with KOH, the drop off was more abrupt, with a maximum selectivity of 889.4 ± 41.0 but no 
observable preferential etching occurring after polarization offset became greater than ∼42°. 
Etchant penetration into the far side of the glass was also noticeably poorer than in the near 
side. It may be that the nanogratings are less well defined when written deeper in the glass 
due to beam aberrations, and so etching is inhibited more quickly as the polarization offset 
occurs. Figure 7(b-ii) shows KOH penetration into surfaces written with alternating 
orthogonal polarization states. Very little observable etching occurred after 90 minutes, 
suggesting pathways for the etchant to penetrate along were not formed. However, when the 
polarization was dynamically maintained as shown in Fig. 7(b-iii), etching performance was 
significantly improved, penetrating through the 1 mm fused silica substrate with an average 
selectivity of 816.5 ± 40.1. 
As a proof of principle, our results show that maintaining the polarization alignment 
orthogonal to the surface does indeed enable highly selective and isotropic etching. The 
requirement to have perfectly orthogonal polarization was observed more strongly when 
etching in KOH than in HF. A likely explanation for this is that HF etches pristine material 
much more quickly than KOH, and so HF can penetrate over misaligned nanoplanes faster 
than KOH can. It should be highlighted that several practical challenges and limitations exist 
in using physical optics to synchronize laser writing with beam polarization during ULI. 
Firstly, there is a limit to the rate of change of direction, i.e. the curvature of a surface, set by 
the maximum speed of the waveplate rotation mount. An extreme example of this is when an 
instantaneous change in translation direction, and hence polarization angle, is required, which 
is not possible using physical optics. Secondly, physical rotational mounts tend to drift in 
reported position over time, and so multiple homing sequences must be performed during 
inscription. Electro-optic modulation has the potential to resolve each of these issues and 
presents an interesting area of research for future work. 
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4. Conclusion 
In summary, optimum ULAE irradiation parameters have been found that give rise to highly 
selective etching of laser irradiated fused silica. The optimal parameters suggest that 
nanograting formation is the key driver in achieving a high etching rate. Both hydrofluoric 
acid and potassium hydroxide were investigated as etching agents. When using a 5% HF 
solution, a common fused silica etchant, a maximum selectivity of 66 was obtained 
corresponding to an etching rate of 320 μm/hour. We found that 8 mol/L KOH heated to 85°C 
performed significantly better than HF, providing a maximum etching selectivity of 955, 
corresponding to a comparable etching rate of 363 μm/hour. 
The fabrication of curved micro-components by ULAE is typically challenging since 
nanoplanes fail to form a path for the etchant to penetrate along. Here we have demonstrated 
that varying the laser polarization orientation dynamically to ensure that the polarization 
remains orthogonal to the translation direction enables highly selective and isotropic etching 
of non-planar surfaces. These results shed light on the requirements for highly selective laser-
assisted etching of fused silica and reinforce ULAE as a capable manufacturing tool for 
complex glass micro-components. Implementing optimal beam parameters dynamically 
remains an interesting control challenge in the field of laser machining. 
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